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LCM’s mission is to establish a
domestic manufacturing source for
premium quality snowboards, skis, and
other action sports boards.
We love the process of physically
making beautiful products and are
passionate about creating American
jobs that pay a living wage. In
establishing our facility in rural South
Carolina, we will be competitive in
pricing with boards sourced from China
and SE Asia while simultaneously
bringing jobs to a community that has
long been in economic decline.

Brands are tired of tolerating the production lag, poor craftsmanship, long
ﬂight times and language barriers involved with offshore manufacturing;
they are looking for reliable production close to home.
There are currently no domestic sources for top quality boards; American
manufacturing in the industry is limited to a handful of small brands
making their own boards. These factories lack the necessary economies of
scale to compete for OEM customers. The bulk of the world’s skis,
snowboards, kiteboards, wakeboards, and skateboards are still made
overseas.
LCM offers a highly competitive North American OEM option for the action
sports industry, which is itself growing; currently consumers spend $53b
on snowsports and $86b on watersports each year.
LCM has letters of intent for $300,000 in snowboards before the factory is
even set up. Furthermore, we have verbal commitments for even more
board orders; the response to a potential source for high quality domestic
manufacturing has been overwhelming. With just a few large OEM
customers we will be operating at capacity from the day the factory opens.
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Why South Carolina

Lake City, South Carolina presents us with a number
of beneﬁts not found elsewhere in the country that
allow us to build action sports equipment at prices
that compete with overseas OEM’s:
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- The USDA’s South Carolina rural development ofﬁce
has already given our project a verbal ‘ok’ and plans to
work in conjunction with local banks to guarantee
80% of our loan.
- Wages are lower in South Carolina than in other
parts of the country.
- Lake City has a technical college campus that can
offer training programs.
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- We have the beneﬁt of a local government working
on revitalization and infrastructure reform with the
help of several well-funded nonproﬁt foundations
whose mission is to improve the economic well being
of the town’s residents.
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- There are numerous tax incentives and local
economic development incentives we can take
advantage of, including potential development grants
for 2015.

Lake City
Columbia (the Capital)
Charleston (Large Port)
*thumbtack.com/sc
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Financials

Projections

Detailed ﬁnancials available
upon request

Factory
Production

2015

2016

$2.5m

$5.2m

($1.5m)

$.8m

--

15%

revenue
proﬁt

in Units
per Category,
Years 1 to 4
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23,600

46,800

100,800

149,200

proﬁt
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2017

2018

$11.5m

$17.3m

$3m

$4.6m

26%

27%

revenue

Year

revenue

proﬁt

margin

revenue
proﬁt

margin

45 Jobs Created
by 2018
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The Team
Jason
Broz

Jason
Kanes

19 plus years snowboard manufacturing experience
Former R&D and Production Manager of Endeavor Snowboards
Industry consultant setting up snowboard production facilities, working with OEM factories in
North America, Asia and Europe, and providing snowboard CAD designs for board shapes and
tooling
Ski and snowboard manufacturing equipment design, fabrication and raw material sourcing
for multiple factories around the world
Designer of multiple GoodWood (Transworld), Grade Eh (Snowboard Canada), Platinum Pick
(Snowboard Mag) winning snowboards
Winner of the 2014 ISPO Gold Award for Product Innovation
Pioneered the Thermal/Ride Snowboard factory in 1990 (which was sold to K2/Ride in 1993 for
$12.5 million)
Organized Joyride from its inception and ran the Joyride snowboard-manufacturing factory that
produced over 250,000 snowboards from 1993 to 1999
As well as running Omatic’s production and product development, also handled all the material
purchases from factories based throughout Europe, Asia, and North America
Product Engineer and Lead Designer for Forum Snowboards, a company that grew from $1.6
million to $13.0 million in sales over four years
Inﬂuential with the launch of a new snowboard brand Echelon Snowboards and was instrumental
in the re-branding and future design and development for Flow snowboards
Founded and serves as COO of PRJCT, which is an emerging Action Sports Design Studio, based in
Encinitas, CA.

Patrick Rogers

Alex harris

SC native; London School of Economics
postgrad. Manufacturing management
experience. Currently working on economic development in Lake City.

JD, MBA. Biz dev guru. Currently in consulting and an agent to several top action
sports athletes. Founder/startup experience with several tech companies.
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Opportunity for Investment
LCM has preliminary approval from the USDA’s SC ofﬁce for a
loan guarantee of 80%.
Startup cost for a 3 year runway - enough to last until LCM is
proﬁtable - is $4,000,000. With 80% of a loan in that
amount guaranteed by the USDA, we are seeking the
remaining 20% to serve as collateral.
As such, we are selling a 20% stake in LCM for a total of
$800,000. Minimum investment is $50,000 for a 1.25%
interest.
Revenue of $17.3m in year 4 yields a projected company
valuation of $69.2m.

$50k for 1.25%
Max. $800k
for 20%
For more information, including ﬁnancial
projections, production cost breakdowns, and
estimates for return on investment, please
contact Patrick Rogers at
patrick.h.rogers@gmail.com or 803.237.4499
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